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The 2006 ATA Archery Trade Show in Atlanta’s Georgia
World Congress Center drew 8,034 total attendees January
5-7, 2006, the third largest crowd in the show’s history, and
featured a 340,000-square-foot show floor to house a record
499 exhibitors.

There was plenty of room in the aisles, however, as deal-
er traffic was down sharply over the 2006 event. The proxim-
ity to the holidays and the East Coast location were probably
factors, and popular distributor shows in the southeast may
have kept some from attending. ArrowTrade’s Tim Dehn and
John Kasun, who put this show section together, rarely had to
wait to talk to exhibitors. While that made our editorial jobs
easier, the lighter dealer traffic clearly concerned many
exhibitors, especially those with smaller product lines who
had come to the show hoping to pick up additional business.

According to the ATA, the 2005 show in Indianapolis
holds the record for total attendance with 8,199, followed by
the 2002 show in Nashville, which drew 8,116. In the first trip
to the Deep South, attendance by dealers/buyers and distrib-
utors totaled 2,640, off 15 percent from figures compiled

from 2003 through 2005 in Indianapolis.
Jay McAninch, ATA president and CEO, said the record

number of manufacturing exhibitors has several positive
aspects.“It’s great to see continued growth in exhibitor num-
bers,” McAninch said. “That means our show has increased
value for meeting dealers and buyers; for establishing, main-
taining and growing market-share for products; and for net-
working among all industry players. In addition, more
exhibitors means more revenues to help fund school archery
programs, build ranges, establish community archery pro-
grams, and to grow archery and bowhunting nationwide.The
important work we do to grow this industry is directly fund-
ed by these exhibitors, which is why our show costs more
than any other archery show. It’s a great feeling to know we
can offer ATA members a valuable business opportunity and
a return on their investment by growing this market.”

The ATA Show will return to Atlanta January 18-20, 2007,
because changes at the Opryland Convention Center forced
cancellation of plans to bring the show to Nashville that year.
You’ll find more details beginning on page 63 of this issue.

Tim McGehee, President of Loggy
Bayou is excited about the firm’s new
and improved product line.
Complementing Loggy Bayou’s wide
selection of climbing and hang on
stands are ladder stands that use lock-
ing pins at each section for added safe-
ty and security. The new Brush Ladder

model at
right also
offers a 10
inch wide
c o n -
t o u r e d
ladder to
blend in

b e t t e r
with the
trees for
better concealment.

Loggy’s Transformer Safety
System that is  shown below, designed
for fall prevention when hunting from
any elevated hunting stand, offers
some extra features in the form of
optional “add-ons”. Accessories such as

a tree stand pouch,
fanny pack, hand
warmer, hip quiver
and a bino system
can now be easily
added to the Safety
System offering the
hunter a complete
modular system that
can be customized
to suit his particular
needs. Contact
Loggy Bayou at (870)
881-9778.

ArrowTrade took a close look at
how the fabric converter Mirage Wear
turns flat camouflage fabric into three-
dimensional Fauxliage (pronounced
foliage) fabric and garments.This Mossy
Oak Brush (above) was given grass-like
edges. They were cut by a computer
guided laser so the threads are heat-
sealed and won’t ravel. Because both
the cutting head and the fabric are in
motion, intricate backcuts can be made
to follow printed leaves or to introduce
other elements into the design. The
firm has developed the programs to cut
30 different patterns, including one for
Mothwing camo that raises moth wings
from the surface. Reach Mirage Wear in
Michigan at (616) 887-2155.
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11Circle 79 on Response Card

Strength. Precision. Performance.™

               Serious archers agree: Arrows are not accessories. Introducing the all-new Maxima™ Hunter.

         Our first-ever gradual weight forward arrow. BuffTuff™ Plus Crossweave on the rear shaft fused 

with BuffTuff™ Timber Illuzion™ Camo up front. We call it Front of Center Fusion. 

You’ll call it the best arrow you’ve ever shot. Want superior down range 

accuracy? Nothing delivers like the new Maxima™ Hunter arrow.

www.carbonexpressarrows.com/maximahunter

Want to shoot better?
Shoot a better arrow.

Howard Winther had the help of
Dave Barnsdale, the limb-maker and
tournament archer, in designing this 20-
1/2 inch Liberty. Shoot-through rigging
eliminates the cable guard, helping
keep mass weight to 2.6 pounds with
rest and sight. You hold the bow with a
cushioned rubber grip angled at 29
degrees. Liberty Archery quotes an IBO
speed of 304 fps, and offers peak
weights from 50 to 80 pounds. Cams are
draw length specific, from 26.3 to 32
inches. Call (408) 983-1127.

Mary Ann DuPre,
National Sales Manager
for Jack Brittingham’s
World of Hunting
Videos, was on hand at
the 2006 ATA Show to
take orders and talk
about the latest videos
available. Brittingham’s is
offering seven new
videos bringing the total
to 34. Buck Fever six, vol-
umes one and two are
available as well as North
American Big Game five
and Waterfowl three.
There are two new series,
Quest for Zimbabwean
Big Game and the first
Turkey video. All new
titles will be available by
June but dealers can pre-
order now for immediate
shipping when titles
become available.

The complete line of
Brittingham’s titles will be available on DVD as VHS is being phased out. A limited
number of VHS videos are still available at a good price. Jack Brittingham’s Videos
can be reached at (800) 440-4515.
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Summit Treestands continues its
philosophy of giving the dealer the
opportunity to make money with quali-

ty products. New for this year is the
Basic System line of stands
designed for the “stand-up” guy.

The hang on stand
can be leveled as
required to give the
user a flat surface
regardless of the
angle of the tree. For
those hunters desir-
ing a seat a Summit
Trophy Chair can be
added or the stand
is also available in
the Comfort System
model with built in
seat and backrest.

William Woller,
Marketing Manager,
is shown next to the
compact Predator
Pod. The Predator
Pod and the X-Pod
are new stands
designed for use in
situations where
there are no trees
suitable for a stand
such as thickets or
fence rows. Reach
Summit Treestands
at (256) 353-0634.

Tony Berg designed this six-bow
Hammer Hanger with a slide-hammer action
that makes it easy to tap in and out of hard
ground. But the optional floor stand also
makes it handy in lanes and private homes.
An instructor with the NASP program, Berg
sells the Archery Shooter Systems bow
holder through the NASP official web site.
Reach the Wisconsin firm at (866) 823-7757.

Bob Link, Vice President of Trueflight Feathers, is shown hold-
ing some of Trueflight’s Bright Stripes, the latest bright colored
fletching. Trueflight has taken the natural black and white barred
feather pattern and through a special process now offers it with a
reddish-orange stripe on a white background or a reddish-orange
stripe on a colored background. Bright Stripes are available with
backgrounds of white, chartreuse, pink and orange.These bright col-

ors definitely make an
eye-catching display for
any dealer.

Most archers like
bright colors for increased
visibility and many prefer
feathers for their forgive-
ness. Link says that the
popularity of the drop-
away rest and the archers’
tendency to change has
many archers trying feath-
ers again. Link also indicat-
ed that the feather market
is seeing strong growth in
several European coun-
tries. Contact Trueflight at
(715) 543-8410.

APA Innovations, the Canadian manufacturer of
the popular APA Ultimate rests, wasn’t just dabbling in
the bow market when in showed two models at the
2005 ATA. The firm had five on display this year, all
using risers with a distinctive stiffening web in front of
the grip that doubles as a handy handle. This 37 inch
Python has a 30-inch riser machined from a 40-pound
block of alu-
m i n u m .
V a p o r T r a i l
strings and
cables as well
as string, limb
and cable
guard silencers
from Bow Jax
are standard.
Nibal Achkar
said his firm
handles the
cross-border
p a p e r w o r k ,
and it wants
more U.S. deal-
ers. Call (306)
948-5101.
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Spot Hogg’s Hoggernaught carries a sug-
gested retail price of $540, and Mike Petrusek
of Archery Unlimited, Houston, Texas, says it’s
well worth it. The tournament scope adjusts
for range with a prism, not by sliding up and
down, so there’s no temptation to vary your
anchor point. Below, the Real Deal adjusts for
pin gap like other pin sights from the
Harrisburg, Oregon firm. Crack the twin set
screws loose at the base of each pin, and turn
them in or out to smoothly pivot the aim
point. Reach Spot Hogg at (888) 302-7768.

Chris Deston, left, and Bob Deston of BCY Inc share a lighter
moment with archery dealer George Loveless of D & J Archery of
Ohio. BCY has added florescent purple and fluorescent yellow to
the 452X string line for 2006. Keeping the same high quality and
offering a wide variety of colors gives the dealer the opportunity to
mix or match colors to produce an infinite combination of colors
meeting many customer’s desire for a truly custom string. Another
handy item for every shop is BCY’s serving saver which works well
for serving or repairing serving. Contact BCY at (860) 632-7115.

PHOTO RIGHT: Stuart Wright stretches the tough new polymer
BowJax is switching its string silencers to. Softer than the 2005
material, it has a higher tensile strength and will last much longer.
The firm has to decide whether to offer them in clear, since so many
people liked the clear prototypes.Wright said the LimbJax silencers
are getting more popular as dealers realize they won’t shoot off.
“This tape we use is also used to affix signs to metal ships, and it just
gets stronger over time.” Reach BowJax at (208) 762-3692.

Burr & Company offers property, product liability, and range liability
insurance for the archery industry. Burr has a working and intimate knowl-
edge of the archery and sporting goods industry and teamed with AFLAC so
it can offer disability insurance and supplemental health plans. Shown at this
year’s ATA are Jeff Deregnaucourt, (Burr), Cathy Koning, (Burr), Greg Anderson
(AFLAC), Ward Garrett (AFLAC) and Frank Land (AFLAC), all holding stuffed
versions of the AFLAC duck that stars in TV commercials.

How much of a difference does it make dealing with an agency and
underwriters that understand the archery industry? ArrowTrade heard from
a mid-size bow manufacturer during the show who couldn’t say enough
about the lower premiums he was able to obtain through Burr & Company.
You can start the process to get your own quote by calling the Michigan
agency at (800) 878-2877.

Circle 142 on Response Card for Kodiak Outdoors
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Dan Grundman of Flex-Fletch, helps John
Johnson (left) of Buck and Jakes Outfitters of
Boonville, Indiana select a mix of sizes for his
shop. Flex-Fletch is known for quality and
bright colors. This year the firm has added a
bright cosmic green to the color line-up.These
flutter-resistant vanes are available in both
shield and parabolic as well as the low profile
Swift FLP-300 and the FLP-400 designed
specifically for those archers shooting in the
IBO Hunter Class. Flex-Fletch can be reached at
(800) 626-3844.

Rick Clark, President of
Viper Archery Products is
shown here with the top-of-
the-line Predator Microtune
which features second and
third axis leveling, harmonic
damping and micro tune
windage and elevation. It
features protected fibers in
.010, .019 and .029. The
sight is threaded for an
optional light and Zeiss
Coated Lenses and comes
in 4 finishes.

New from Viper is Loop
Set Pliers designed for the
installation of string loops.

They form a tight loop that
won’t slip and that can be
installed in under one
minute. An instructional
DVD is available. Viper can
be reached at (740) 377-
4100.
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OTHER RANGEFINDERS AREN’T DUMB, 

THEY’RE JUST “BALLISTICALLY CHALLENGED”.

© 2006 Leupold & Stevens, Inc. 

INTRODUCING RXTM DIGITAL LASER RANGEFINDERS...THE FIRST SMART RANGEFINDER 
FOR HUNTERS. Other rangefinders measure just the straight line distance to the target. Only the RXTM uses an arrow’s 

         ballistics plus the shot angle to calculate the equivalent horizontal range to a target, for pinpoint arrow placement.

              That’s not all that makes the RX your customers’ smartest choice...there are 4 RX models to choose from, that 

                     precisely range up to 1,500 yards, each with 13 selectable reticles, measurements in feet,  yards or meters, 

 temperatures in ºC or ºF, and much more. When it comes to the shot of a lifetime, bow hunters want more 

                     than a glorified tape measure. They want the first smart rangefinder for bow hunters, the RX from  

                             Leupold®. To learn more about RX digital laser rangefinders, visit the Leupold 

                                                   Authorized Golden Ring® Dealer section of www.leupold.com.

Circle 18 on Response Card

Melissa Price (left) and Jessica Egan take orders at the
busy Lumenok booth. Burt Coyote Company’s Curtis Price
(photo right) had seeded the bow tryout area with arrows
holding lighted nocks, then rented space across from it. He
holds a 3 pack of the nocks some of his fans have taken to call-
ing the “Death Ray” because of the way they look on the way
to a target or game animal. Available for conventional carbon

arrows, the newer slim shafts and now, crossbow bolts, the
nocks light on firing as the force of the shot seats them fully.
They have a 40 hour battery life and the archer eases the nock
end out slightly to shut them off. Though they retail for $10
each, Price said many hunters have one on each arrow they
carry, because they get hooked on being able to follow their
arrow flight again. Reach the Lumenok firm at (309) 358-1602.
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Less fuzz, total stability, smaller diameter (1/2 size of 450 Plus)

Low creep, high durability, smaller diameter Dyneema

No creep, good arrow speed, highest strength

Rugged, low creep, very durable 

Strong, low creep and stretch,
extra light smooth wax

No matter what characteristics
you’re looking for in a bowstring
material, BCY has a product
suited to your needs.

See our website 
for our full range of 
bowstring and serving
materials, or contact 
us for a catalog.

607 Middle Street
Middletown, CT 06457
U.S.A.
Phone 860-632-7115
Fax 860-632-5775

e-mail: bcyray@msn.com  •  www.bcyfibers.com

Shane Osmond, left, Communications Coordinator and
Mike Luper, Director of Marketing, were kept busy showing
Hoyt’s exciting new bow line for 2006. The Ultra Elite and Pro
Elite were designed with the discriminating target archer in
mind while the Trykon and Trykon XL are aimed at the hunter
who wants only the best. The riser shocks in the handles were
designed in conjunction with Sims Laboratories.

New for 2006 is Hoyt’s FUSE custom string system with over
700 pounds of tension built in eliminating peep twist and creep.
The strings are twisted and served under loads far higher than
those achieved with conventional string building machines.

FUSE StringShox come stan-
dard on every FUSE custom
string and are made from
LimbSaver Navcom material
which is very effective in
reducing after-shot oscilla-
tion and noise.

In honor of the brand’s
75th anniversary Hoyt is
making available a limited
edition of 22 caret gold plat-
ed Trykon’s. The bow comes
mounted on a beautiful
wooden plaque and is avail-
able while the supply lasts
through authorized Hoyt
dealers. Contact Hoyt at
(801) 363-2990.

David Colley holds a prototype of the A51 Iso-Force
bow that Bladerunner Archery expects to introduce in
mid-2006.The new model has cams that store more energy
for faster arrow speeds, along with a slimmer grip and larg-
er sight window. Designer Colley said the original model
and the more expensive one he’s been working on both
launch arrows without porpoising or fish-tailing, so they
often retain more terminal velocity (at the target or in the
animal) than bows that are harder to draw and “faster.”

Sales Manager Carey Moseley said the original model is
now available in a kit that includes a custom aluminum
case, Whisker Biscuit Rest, Impact 3-pin sight, string loop
and a peep sight from Radical Archery Designs. You can
reach Bladerunner Archery at (866) 256-4499.
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Kinsey’s Archery Products brought a touch of
Las Vegas to the 2006 ATA Show with the “Spin to
Win” roulette wheel. “We wanted to do something
that would create interest and some excitement
among the dealers,” said Jim Kinsey, President of
Kinsey’s Archery Products.“We also wanted to show
our appreciation to our customers, the dealers. Our
team put their heads together and they came up
with the Spin to Win idea.”

Toni Diruscio, Kinsey’s Customer Service Team
Leader, left, and Kinsey’s Vice President Rick Kinsey
stand by to spin the wheel for the next lucky deal-
er. Depending upon his luck the dealer could get
between 25 and 100 dollars off of his
next Kinsey order. Reach Kinsey’s
Archery Products at (800) 366-4269.

Doyle Myers of Doyle’s Deer Gear
showed ArrowTrade the Huntin’ Hoist
.5W30 that joins his original Huntin’
Hoist rope model. The .5W30 uses a
strap so it’s easier to pull up heavy
loads and so it is even less likely to tan-
gle. Both accessories use a constant
force power spring to keep slight ten-
sion on the rope or strap.

Myers said the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources bought 700 of the
units so Hunter Safety Instructors
could demonstrate a safe way to raise
pack, gun or bow. Personally, Myers has
one attached to his climbing stand and
hooks the other end to his pack. Once
he’s at hunting height and safely
strapped in, he lifts the pack. Then he
uses a second Huntin' Hoist, strapped
to his pack, to pull up his gun or bow.

Call the firm at (812) 346-3620.
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Impact Archery’s new Full
Draw is a single pin, range
adjustable sight that, you guessed it,
can be adjusted even at full draw.
On a typical bow you can set the
inch-long travel range to cover 20 to
50 yards. Your customer can add a
tape to the shooter’s side with exact range markings, or learn through practice how
many turns of the knurled adjustment knob it takes to adjust the aim point a given
distance. Impact Archery has wrapped the round housing with 24 inches of .030
fiber optic. Reach the Georgia manufacturer by calling (770) 521-9173.

Vortex Optics is a brand that many
bird-watching enthusiasts have learned
to trust over the past 20 years. Now the
Middleton, Wisconsin firm is trying to
get more archery dealers to carry its
Japanese-made optics. Shamus Terry
holds a new Razor model that’s styled
after more expensive European optics.
It comes in 8x42 and 10x42, and has
twist-lock eyecups and interchangeable
flared  eyecups to block additional light.
Waterproof and fogproof, it comes with
an unconditional warranty.

When you stock Vortex Optics in
your store, Terry said the firm is always
willing to exchange models that may
not be selling with styles that may be a
better fit for your customers. Reach the
firm by calling (800) 426-0048.

Outdoor writer and President of the American
Broadhead Collectors Club Bob Wolter, left, gets the low-
down on broadhead design from Woody Sanford,
Research and Development Engineer for Magnus
Broadheads. This year Magnus added to its complete
line of cut-on-contact broadheads a scaled down stain-
less steel model of the popular three-bladed Snuffer.This
smaller size is designed to work well in today’s faster
bows due to the reduced surface area. Also added this
year were 85 and 125 grain models of the popular
BuzzCut. Magnus can be contacted at (800) 720-5341.

At the ATA Jim
Loesch of Loesch
Enterprises shows
his  release to
Chuck Buzzy. Jim
Loesch makes cus-
tom wood grips and modular grips for hunters and target shoot-
ers. He added a pure back tension release to the line last year. The
release has adjustable holding weight and built in safety. Once the
bow is at full draw and the safety released, it is triggered by back
tension. Loesch Enterprises can be reached at (281) 217-9782.
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For 175 years Woolrich has been offering products
designed for your life. Our exclusive camouflage

pattern is available in fleece, chamois and
CamWoolflage. To find a dealer representative in

your area, call 1-800-995-1299, ext. 660.

Circle 186 on Response Card

Carson Optical has won over many converts to its line of high-
quality, mid-priced binoculars and Tim Faust said the 2006 line is even
more appealing.The XM series the firm says matches the performance
of European models costing two to three times as much now has two
new “HD”styles.The 8 power XM-842HD and 10-power XM-042HD use
new coatings to improve light transmission for an ultra-bright image.
Carson has been getting requests for larger optics, and recently added
the 12x63 he’s holding in his left hand. Reach Carson Optical at (800)
967-8427 and ask about “America’s Best Binocular Warranty.”

Pete Rickard’s is an old and well established name in the world of
scents. Pete Rickard was the first person to develop and sell deer lure
commercially and his Original Indian Buck Lure is still a staple for many
hunters. In spite of rising costs Rickard’s has maintained the suggest-
ed retail selling price for the past seven years making the products
both attractive to the con-
sumer and an easy sale for
the dealer. Rob Marotta,
Vice President of Sales
and Marketing holds a
copy of Pete Rickard’s
biography entitled The
Legendary Fox. The book
by Oscar E. Cronk makes
good reading and is avail-
able from Pete Rickard’s.
Contact the manufacturer
at (518) 234-2731.
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Buck Wear offers dealers an excellent opportunity to add impulse
sales to their bottom line with their line of T-shirts, hats and car magnets
all of which are based on outdoor themes. While some of the products
are classic most are based on outdoor humor  generated by Buck  Wear’s
employees from their own experience. David Trapp, President, left, and
Bob Bryson, National Sales Manager displayed the latest products at the
2006 ATA Show. Buck Wear can be reached at (410) 646-6400.

Leanne Nevenfeldt explains how Robinson Outdoors
has integrated its new Xtreme Lightweight Technology
(XLT) into its 2006 ScentBlocker clothing line. XLT com-
bines lightweight clothing with four directional stretch for
increased comfort in the field with Scent Blocker’s scent
absorbing ability. New Dream Season XLT and the Dream
Season series, plus the Road Trip Fleece (jacket shown here)
gives the hunter a wide variety of clothing designed to

match the changing
weather encountered dur-
ing the hunting season.
The fact that the teams
from two of TV’s top-rated
hunting shows are now
wearing ScentBlocker the
garments should help
drive sales in your store.
Call (507) 263-2885.

Merlin’s decision to concentrate on high end
models gives partner Chris Jones the ability to add
design elements like these jeweled riser inserts. The
English firm also uses premium components like fiber-
glass from Finland that Jones said is made by Excel, the
leading composite supplier in Europe. “It has a very
high glass content, which makes it 10 percent stiffer
than conventional fiberglass for limbs.” At the Merlin
plant in England the limbs can be ground thinner as a
result, which reduces weight and improves bow per-
formance. The 2006 line is simple to understand, with
a long XT riser or short XS riser, tipped with either
smooth Alpha cams or high performance Viper cams
“for the 320 fps second brigade.” You can reach
Merlin’s USA sales office at (603) 899-9888 
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• MAX Speed

• MAX Strength

• MAX Cut

• 100 Grain

• 1-1/8” Cut

• .025” Blade

Thickness

• UNMATCHED

Leading Blade

Performance

• ULTIMATE Hunting

Head For Extreme

Conditions

• 200/220 Grain

• MAX Effect on

Accuracy

• ZERO Effect on

Arrow Flight

• FITS Both RH/LH

• DESIGNED For

Mathews, Hoyt and

Parallel Limb/

Compact Bows

Muzzy Products Corp.     •     www.muzzy.com     •     770-387-9300

US Patent #5,165,197

MX-4
Compact Design

ZERO EFFECT
Next Generation

PHANTOM SS
All Stainless Steel

Circle 125 on Response Card
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TailorMaid Archery Products Inc. has
been a long time supplier of bowstrings for
bow dealers and the archery industry. Marv
Long, President of Tailor Maid, says his com-
pany is now on line to supply the majority of
crossbow strings to interested dealers who
can order by the crossbow manufacturer’s
part number. With the crossbow market
growing across the country this is a valuable
service for any crossbow dealer. Tailor Maid
can supply a list of all part numbers available
which means a dealer can easily order a

crossbow string for a customer even if he
does not sell or stock that particular
model. For more information contact
Tailor Maid at (734) 246-3182.

Mark Whitt of Extreme Archery Products demonstrates different power
scope lenses by mounting them to a stabilizer.That’s something a dealer can do, he
said, to help customers choose between 1 3/8 or 1 3/4 scopes, then choose the
right power lens. The smaller scope works well with the smaller peeps, while the
best power typically depends on how good the shooter’s vision is. The poorer the
vision, the higher the power lens can be mounted before the target blurs and
becomes hard to focus on. New for 2006 is a Fire-Lite Up Pin with an extremely
small .010 diameter. Reach the target and hunting sight firm at (606) 928-9447.

Silvas uses innovative designs
combined with the latest in manufac-
turing technology and quality material
to produce a boot second to none.
Topping off the Silvas line for 2006 is the
new Chuck Adams Elite.The Elite is a full
leather boot with a Vibram sole and a
Comfort Guard mid-sole. Silvas can be
reached at (504) 866-0593.

Brian Bychowski, left, Advertising and Marketing Director for Pine Ridge
Archery Products shows some of his products to Larry Ladowski of Midwest
Outdoors located in Burr Ridge Illinois. Pine Ridge offers the dealers a wide
variety of treestand and archery accessories including arrow building tools.

“Our products are designed in the treestand,” stressed Bychowski. “We
are archers and bowhunters and everything we offer the dealer are items that
have in-the-field applications.” Keeping in line with that logic one of the new
products Pine Ridge is offering for 2006 is the Drop Away Rest Arrow Holder.
The holder is designed to securely hold the arrow shaft prior to the draw but
easily release the shaft upon the draw. For information on the products
offered by Pine Ridge Archery Products call (847) 526-2349.
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The changing of the guard for Steel Force broadheads shouldn’t cause retail-
ers any concerns about quality or availability. Nick Giannetti of Vision Quest (cen-
ter) has been working in the background
to design and manufacture the heads all
along, and now has bought out Bill
Henderson (left) and Fausto Marino
(right). Giannetti knows how to produce
cut-on-contact heads that are “shaving
sharp” as he readily demonstrated for
ArrowTrade (right). Reach the Steel Force
manufacturer at (570) 448-2845.

Kingsway Archery builds front-
rear style sights in fixed and movable
versions, using tough blade-style pins
that allow you to center the front aim
point between twin aim points. Hunters
who want brighter pins can opt for a
Triad Illumination System that reads the
ambient light and automatically adjusts
pin brightness so you can always see
beyond to the game animal. Reach the
Michigan firm at (616) 796-0063.

An addition to Ameristep’s line is
the Non-Typical tripod called The
Raptor. The aluminum tripod weighing
in at just under 39 pounds is shown
with its designer Wayne Prejean. The
Raptor gets the hunter up 10 feet to
the shooting rail, has a built in swivel
seat and requires no tools to erect.
Contact Ameristep at (801) 686-4035.

25

Learn how you can profit from selling the ONLY bowstorage system thattakes hunters fromTruck, to Trail, to Tree!

• Bow Sling

• Bow Case

• Utility Storage
Pockets

• Treestand/ 
Ground Blind
(optional)

Circle 121 on Response Card
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Scent-Lok continues to expand its product line by offering
the hunter more high quality scent control hunting items for 2006.
Included this year is the world’s first odor eliminating, moisture
wicking hunting sock. These lightweight socks are ideal for the
moderate temperatures normally found during the bow season
when scent control is the most critical.

Amy Derby, Scent-Lok’s Marketing and Communications
Assistant is shown at right with a Full Season Bow Hunter Jacket,
one of a number of new garments by Scent-Lok this year. The Full
Season series is mid-weight for use in the 30 to 60 degree range.
Also new for 2006 is the Phil Phillips signature line.This lightweight
series is super soft and absolutely quiet and sheds water with ease.
For the ladies there is a ladies line of clothing especially tailored for
the female form. Contact Scent-Lok at (800) 315-5799.

Patton Archery Manufacturing was exhibiting at
its first ATA Show, though owners Donna and Dennis
Patton had attended previous ATA shows to visit the bow
and crossbow manufacturers who are their customers.
Exhibiting at the show made it easier to make contact
with manufacturers, Donna Patton told ArrowTrade, and
also sparked interest among dealers who might want to
offer their own custom bow lines. Located in Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula, Patton has such a reputation for quality
and on-time deliveries that some of the biggest names in
archery are regular customers. The firm offers complete
machining and limb grinding facilities, as well as produc-
ing wood bow grips. Or as Donna Patton likes to summa-
rize, “We make everything for the bow but the bow
string.” Reach Patton Archery by calling (906) 563-5990.

George Tekmitchov (left), the
senior recurve engineer at Hoyt, and
and PSE Vice President of Product
Development Engineering David
Kronengold, take time at the show to
renew their friendship. They’re friend-
ly competitors not only in the business
world, but with their recurve bows.

Barnett International’s
newest crossbow, the Phantom,
looks even trimmer in the big
hands of Mike Houllis. This is a
youth model with a 60 pound
draw weight, which Houllis said
is light enough that most 8-
year-olds can cock it.

Barnett is now using a gas-
assisted injection molding
process to create cavities within
low stress areas of some adult
crossbow stocks. The Wildcat C5
has a 13 inch power stroke and
can zip it’s short arrow out at
320 fps, but the mass weight is
just 5.9 pounds, very light for a
full size crossbow. Reach the
Florida firm at (813) 920-2241.
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Most  business that happens on the floor of a trade show
is between manufacturers and dealers, but the annual ATA
Show also is an opportunity to check out potential business
partners. Jason Hart (shown between Pepper Metzgus and
her husband Chris) is an R&D engineer from Gold TIp, who
said he was impressed last year with the way VaneTec was
able to demonstrate the durability of its fletching. Chris
Metzgus is holding one such example, of an arrow that had
been fired through pop cans. So Gold Tip
did it’s own testing at the plant, and liked
the vanes so much that this fall it bought
the company.

VaneTec vanes are still made in
Oregon and the brand maintains a sepa-
rate identity, but all vane-fletched arrows
from Gold Tip now carry the VaneTec
vanes. “The tougher materials  have

been around for producing vanes, but they required the use
of a mold release agent and that interfered with bonding
them to the shaft,” Metzgus said in response to questions.“So
we came up with equipment that did not require the use of a
mold release agent, and then we also mechanically treat the
base to increase the adhesion to the shaft.” You can check out
VaneTec vanes by calling (888) 572-5251. For Gold Tip shafts
or fletched arrows, reach that firm by calling (800) 551-0541.

Ellington-Rush makers of the
original Cough Silencer have broad-
ened the offerings with a new product.
Rhett Rush shows the new SlingStix.
Rush said the SlingStix has all the
advantages of bipods and shooting
sticks with none of the disadvantages.
Two shock cord bipod sticks are
tucked inside the gun sling, out of the
way. When the need arises a simple
pull on the flap allows the SlingStix to
deploy and snap in place for instant
use. The SlingStix can be used on the
ground, out of a stand and are great for
turkey hunting when that big gobbler
hangs up just out of range.

The original cough Silencer and
hands free Silencer are still available
and are a popular item for dealers
across the country. Contact Ellington-
Rush at (706) 677-2394.
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Complementing a quality line of products for 2006 New
Archery Products (NAP) introduced several new items. The
new QuikTune Smart Rest has built in vertical and horizontal
adjustment as well as micro-adjustable drop speed.This gives
the archer a drop-away rest that is completely tunable and is

easy to set up resulting in improved accuracy. The popular
QuikSpin vanes are now available in a 3.125 inch length for
target shooters and hunters. NAP’s new Fletch-Prep and
Fletching Glue will reduce fletching time and ensure a secure
bond between fletch and shaft.

The Thunderhead XP 100 which has
been outfitted with a cut-on contact tip is
sure to be another hot seller for NAP. The
Blackjack is a slip on stabilizer that will
improve the performance of any standard
1 1/8 or 1 1/4 inch diameter stabilizer. This
new item will give the dealer an excellent
opportunity for additional sales.

In the photo below, Chris Kozlik, left, a
Senior Manufacturing Engineer for NAP
takes a moment to show Dan Rye, from
Monsen’s Sporting Goods of Ontario,
Canada the Creeper Peeper which is a
unique draw check device that is built into
a cable slide. A light signals any creep from
full draw as well as alerts the shooter to
string stretch. Contact New Archery
Products at (800) 323-1279.

Joe Shell, the Director of Sales &
Marketing for the Hunter Dan line
from Creative Outdoor Products,
holds a new ATV that can carry the

male or female action figures and
their gear. Hunter Ann Bow Hunter
is new this year, and is fully outfitted
with name brand gear like a

Mathews Switchback bow and
Nikon rangefinder. The Indiana
firm already had deer, elk, bear
and turkey for Ann to hunt, and
have added a 6 inch long prong-
horn antelope and 9 inch long
polar bear to the 2006 lineup.
Hunter Dan in the ninth-scale
family is available as a bow
hunter, rifle hunter, turkey hunter,
elk hunter, goose hunter, duck
hunter or bass angler. Replica tro-
phy bucks are also available from
the Indiana firm. Call (765) 655-
1400 for a dealer packet.

Circle 195 on Response Card Circle 126 on Response Card For Vital Gear
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While most hunters use releases that
strap on in some fashion, James Coffey of
Ed’s Trading Post, Nineveh, Indiana had
inquiries about hand-held models. So he
looked up a long-time brand in that catego-
ry, Hot Shot. Kenderick Wilson (left) sent him
away with a catalog and pricing information.
You can obtain your own by calling Hot Shot
Manufacturing in Utah at (801) 221-0694.

Since appearing on the archery scene sev-
eral years ago G5 Outdoors LLC has been a
continually growing force whose products all
involve high tech design and manufacturing
techniques. Lou Grace, left, President of G5 and
Jeremiah Collins, G5’s Production Manager
were on hand to tell dealers about the several
unique items they added to their product line
this year.The Striker is a new replacement blad-
ed broadhead which uses G5’s ANIX Blade
Locking System ensuring both accurate blade
alignment and positive locking even on severe
impacts.

A major advancement for 2006 is G5’s
incorporation of magnesium into the product
line. While magnesium has the same strength
as aluminum it is much lighter. Therefore while
a normal aluminum peep weights approxi-
mately 12 grains G5’s new hunter’s large mag-
nesium peep weighs less than 3 grains.

Most exciting is G5’s new magnesium line
of sights called Optix. All the sights in the line
reflect G5’s attention to detail and craftsman-
ship. For example the Optix ME offers micro-
adjustments, third axis tuning, harmonic damp-
ing, a built in visor with arrow bumper, locking
fiber optic pins, plus an optional L.E.D. light.
This is all packed into a sight that weighs less
than 6 ounces. For complete information on all
of the products offered by G5 contact the
Michigan firm at (810) 392-8431.

Namesake Tink Nathan
was at the Tink’s booth to
meet old friends and to pro-
mote the firms’ colorful prod-
uct line. For 2006 a new combo
pack pairs a bottle of Tink’s
Draw with a DVD filled with
tips on how to use scents
properly. The DVD covers odor
elimination, proper use of
cover scents, attractor scents
and hunting tips. By educating
the customer the DVD will
increase the success rate
which in turn will result in
more sales. Draw is an all sea-
son lure that will stop a buck
or doe but will not spook even
the most nervous deer.

Popular in 2005 the squirt
top bottle promises to be a
good seller in 2006 as well.
Allowing the hunter to control
the direction of the scent
application the squirt top
won’t spill if dropped therefore avoiding the accidental application of too
much lure or the loss of its contents. Contact Tink’s at (800) 624-5988.
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Known for its bow cases, Plano
has developed a Model 3378 Gear Bag
that Tanja Washburn said combines
the qualities of a gear bag with a mold-
ed gear box. The plastic capsule inside
has two lift-out trays for calls, releases
and broadheads. The bag has its own
storage compartments, and is molded
and sewn from EPA structural foam to
hold its shape. Gun hunters among
your customer base may decide to
load this down with a day’s worth of
prairie dog cartridges, so Plano gave it
a wide padded handle. And the base is
molded rubber, to keep the case dry
and to keep homes, cabins and pick-
ups cleaner. Reach the Plano, Illinois
firm at (630) 552-9404.

Ben Afshari, President of Vital Gear, holds a bow outfit-
ted with one of the many hunting sights his company offers.
Vital Hunting Gear offers a complete line of hunting sights in
horizontal, vertical and angular sighting technology.

Afshari said the new angular sighting technology he
introduced to the market in August of 2005 is growing in pop-
ularity as many shooters claim that when sighting the angu-
lar support seems to disappear allowing the archer to focus
on the aim point for greater accuracy. Afshari said that is
because from birth the human eyes have been trained to pick
out and recognize the vertical and horizontal shapes that pre-
dominantly make up our world of natural and man-made
objects. Sights like the 3 pin Triangle and 5 pin Pentagon have
their narrow metal supports for the wrapped fiber optic
sweep up from the lower right. Each support is machined as
part of the ring that surrounds it to form the pin guard, and
each can be micro adjusted for elevation.

Like many long-time archers, Afshari has struggled with
target panic that caused him to trigger his release before the
pin was on the target. When switching to a back-tension

release didn’t prove
a long-term fix,
Afshari began
experimenting with
negative space
sighting systems
that surround the
target and have no
center pin. This new

Hollow Pino (at right) lets
shooters look at the bulls-eye
or vitals while they uncon-
sciously center them in the
opening. A Pro Hollow Pino
sight (shown) adds a rear
angular pin and may eliminate the need for a peep.

Vital Gear also has a complete line of arrow rests to which
it has added the X-Rest which was used by K.J. Polish to cap-
ture the FITA World Cup gold metal. Contact the Idaho firm at
(208) 232-5764.
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Doug Minneman stands
in front of a display of new
archery related cases that
MTM Case Guard has added
to the line this year. New for
2006 are several crossbow
cases to meet the growing
interest in crossbows. New
latching systems have also
been incorporated into a
number of MTM cases to pro-
vide more secure closure and
minimize breakage.

Also new this year is the
Shoulder Guard Rifle Rest
that reduces recoil by means
of a weighted base with built
in recoil absorbing strap, a
blessing when firing heavy
recoil rifles or shotguns. The
firearm is held in two cush-
ioned V-blocks and the front dial adjusts to help you get on target. Up to 50
pounds of weight may be added to the base. For information on MTM’s complete
line contact the firm at (800) 543-0548.

Trevon Stoltzfus, a tournament
shooter who relies on Winner’s Choice
Custom Bowstrings, poses for a photo
Bruce Brown wanted for an ad concept
he was working on for the company.
Winner’s Choice is promoting PIMMP,
which stands for Proprietary
Interlocking Molecular Manufacturing
Process. The company, which seven
years ago was the first to mass produce
pre-stretched strings, now says it can
align and lock the molecules of the
string fibers before the string is built, to
prevent residual creep. “This process
not only molecularly sets the fiber to
length, which provides a bowstring that
can be relied upon to hold its length
regardless of the environmental condi-

tions, it also
greatly increases
consistency from
one string to the
next,” according
to the firm’s 2006
catalog. For your
own copy, call
(541) 575-0818.

Ottie Snyder, right in the photo below, points out to an interested dealer the
changes Horton Manufacturing has made to their popular Hunter stock.The stock
has been redesigned to provide the perfect fit for any shooter. The ambidextrous
stock has an adjustable stock and cheek piece so the stock can be adjusted for both
length and comb height. Horton claims the stock will fit shooters between 4 foot,
10 inches tall and 6 feet, 10 inches tall. Also new this year is the Auto Adjust Three
Dot Red Dot Sight. A sensor on top of the sight automatically adjusts the dot’s
brightness inside the sight for
changing light conditions.

To help dealers compete
against the big box stores Horton is
continuing its Gold Dealer program
which offers Gold Dealer Horton
crossbows only to qualified dealers.
While this is important for all dealers
it is especially important in those
states which have recently legalized
the crossbow and in which a surge
of sales is anticipated. Horton can
be contacted at (800) 551-7468.
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Bill Sands of Apple Archery Products shows Shel Rosburg (right) the
Pro String Server. Sands has one hand on the unit that controls speeds up to
1,800 rpm, while the other guides the application of the serving. Rosburg
heads Pro-String Archery, and although he’s built his own motorized
machines he said his string business was growing fast enough that he was
considering this unit. Reach Apple Archery at (717) 266-7888.

33Circle 70 on Response card

The Archery Trade Show now draws many
international buyers. Wally Yiu of Star Archery
Sports Company, Hong Kong, said he spent 26
hours on an airplane to reach Atlanta. He came
not only to check out new products and take
advantage of early buy discounts from
manufacturers. He came to see Ginger
Weaver of Jakes Archery, who he con-
siders “my very good friend.”

As a distributor, Jake’s Archery
helps maintain a worldwide customer
base with a 97 percent fill rate. If you’d
like to see if the Orem, Utah warehouse
has the products you’re looking to
order, call (801) 225-0509 or fax your
inquiry to (801) 225-9509.

ArrowTrade Coaching Columnist
Larry Wise points out how you can rec-
ognize correct draw length, using pho-
tos enlarged from his January column
and displayed in the magazine’s booth.
For Larry’s prescription for coping with
target panic, see pages 84-91.
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Frigid Forage is the provider of wildlife nutritional products.
Because it is not the summers that are hard on seed growth but
rather the severe winters, Frigid Forage seeds are formulated to
survive the northern winters and therefore work well in all sec-
tions of the country, north, south, east or west.

Steve Gruber, President of Frigid Forage is holding this year’s
hot new product, Buck Pucks. Buck Pucks are an all-natural blend
of tasty dehydrated vegetables, grains, minerals and vitamins
which attract deer and promote antler growth.The pucks are avail-
able in a number of sizes and blends and are also available for bear
in the form of Bear Pucks. With more hunters supplementing the
food available for the deer where they hunt Frigid Forage prod-
ucts are something dealers might consider adding. For informa-
tion call (800) 395-0147.

AMS Bowfishing’s classy display included trophy-
size gar, carp and paddlefish mounted on undersea
plants that had been sculpted from steel. The display
caught the attention of Debbie Blackwelder, a commer-
cial fisherman who hunts paddlefish on the Tennessee
river, primarily for their eggs which can be sold as caviar.

Cindy Braun of AMS is holding the company’s new
Fish Hawk bow, with a innovative cam that maintains
draw weight so this 40 pound compound can pack the
punch of a 65 pound recurve. The lack of a pronounced
valley also makes the bow much easier to snap shoot and
shoot from half-draw for closer fish. With the addition of
the new bow, AMS has everything your customer needs
for bowfishing. Reach AMS at (888) 541-7657.

Circle 156 on Response Card
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“If it ain’t broke don’t fix it is the rule at Excalibur
Crossbow,” says Bill Troubridge, Excalibur’s President, shown
here with his wife Kath.“Excalibur’s crossbow line has proven
itself extremely successful providing the performance to get
the job done and the reliability that archers demand. While
we have made no external design changes we are continu-
ously working to improve our tolerances and manufacturing
efficiency.”

To better aid the dealer with their crossbow sales
Excalibur has added a peel-off specification sticker to each
crossbow stock that identifies the product and its specifica-
tions. This information will answer a lot of the customer’s
questions and act as a silent salesman.

Excalibur’s bow quiver has been redesigned for 2006
providing an improved mounting system and better arrow
retention. Excalibur Crossbow can be reached in Ontario at
(519) 743-6890.

George Ryals, left, Product Design Engineer for Copper
John, shows Guy Shamblin the new Super X release from
Stan (Stanislawski). Added to Stan’s complete line of releas-
es the SuperX is setting the standard for thumb button
releases. It’s ErgoFit technology helps the shooter by elimi-
nating hang fires from release hand tension. The SuperX
employs a multi-positional thumb trigger. It is adjustable for
projection, tilt angle and thumb angle allowing the shooter
to adjust the release to his particular shooting style for that
perfect feel. The Super X is also available in Trio and Quattro
versions in large and medium sizes. With all the combina-
tions of size and adjustments possible the SuperX is truly a
custom fit release. Also new this year is the MagMicro and
the Micro lll. Contact Stan at (315) 258-9269.

The Mathews Switchback was such a tremendous seller
for Ohio Valley Trading & Exchange that Steve Shipley (right)
had no reservations about ordering two other models Matt
McPherson derived from the original. Shipley is holding the
shorter, quieter Switchback XT and said he’ll keep Switchback
LDs in stock in the retailer’s four stores for long-draw archers.
Plus he’ll have the original Switchback in all the popular draw
lengths.“The Switchback is the number one high end bow we
have ever sold. Our archery business was up by probably 25
percent and it was totally due to the Switchback.”

Shipley was meeting with Kraig Brown, who oversees
Mathews sales in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Michigan. You can
reach him at the Wisconsin headquarters, (608) 269-2728.
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Doug Springer of Copper John is shown here explaining the
sweepstakes offering three hunts with Dave Watson at the famous YO
Ranch in Texas. The contest is open to dealers and consumers who
purchase Copper John’s products.

Springer told ArrowTrade that an offset sight extension has been
added to Copper John’s ANTS target sight for 2006. This allows the
sight to be configured to better match the different sight windows on
today’s bows. The sight also has a windage indicator and increased
windage support plus an improved bearing system for a smoother
vertical glide. The sight is available in a short 3D model and a longer
FITA model.

The ScaredyCat arrow rest series features wider launcher cradles
for 2006 providing a more secure arrow retention.

For information on the sweepstakes and Copper John’s line of
sights and arrow rests call (315) 258-9269.

Jim Fletcher Archery is an established name in archery dating back to 1960.
Terry Harris, right and Brian Jones both of Jim Fletcher Archery were on hand to
show their complete product line including their new FlatHead release. The trig-
ger on the new FlatHead has been moved forward to gain back draw length often
lost when a string loop is installed.The head totally captivates the loop to prevent
the loop from flattening out and accidentally slipping out of the jaws of the
release. The FlatHead is offered in both a Velcro wrist strap model and a buckle
model. Jim Fletcher Archery can be contacted at (760) 379-2589.

How do you travel light to trade shows and bring
along an impressive display? Mark Weiser of MDR
invested in a pair of giant inflatable models of his 24
Seven “solid scent delivery system” from MDR
Outdoor Group. Once that drew your attention,
Weiser could show the different scent products in
their big 10-ounce shaker dispensers, or pull out his
book of testimonials.

“I like this one,”Weiser said about the letter from
Mitchell’s Outfitting in Battleford, Saskatchewan. “It’s
zero degrees and they’re bringing in bucks using our
granules. One guy passed up 14 bucks in one morn-
ing using our stuff, and they killed two Boone &
Crockett class bucks.” The outfitter used urine from
freshly killed does and mixed it with the company’s
unscented granules. MDR also markets a variety of
pre-mixed scents, all of which won’t dry out, soak in,
freeze or evaporate. Reach the Pennsylvania firm at
(888) 648-3718.
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Doing business with Jeff Barhoover
(left) and Ted McClendon (standing) at
the Cobra Manufacturing booth were
(left to right) Howard Holmes, Randy
Sewell and John Schauble. At right,
Cobra’s new Sidewinder Plus (held by
Sales Rep Glen Hotchkiss) incorporates
an elevation linkage system. When
mounting this sight to a bow, you use
the adjustable linkage to set the sight
head higher or lower, depending on the
geometry of the bow and the hunter’s
anchor point. That way the head of this
three pin sight can be compact and you can set it up so the pins are in the center
of the pin guard. Twin vibration dampening modules are incorporated into the
mount, one where it bolts to the riser and a second near the tool-free windage and
elevation slides. King Cobra one pin and three pin range adjustable sights are also
new in the company’s 18 page catalog. Call the Oklahoma firm at (800) 352-6272.

The experience it’s parent
firm has in working with poly-
mers is helping Richwood
Archery sell CSS Bows that are
already outfitted with noise and
shock dampening accessories.
Bow TunzerZ are strapped to the
limbs of this Challenger held by
Garrick Browning, while light-
weight Speed TunerZ set one
inch below the cams dampen
string oscillation and boost
speed by 2 fps. A cable-guard
mounted StringStopper is new
for 2006, as is a short Tunin-Stick
stabilizer. You can learn more
about TunerZ and the three-in-
one Trinary Articulated Cam
System by contacting Richwood
Archery at (304) 781-3945.
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